Academic Integrity: “Acknowledge your sources”
Plagiarism Policy Language

- Acknowledgment
- Acknowledgment
- Acknowledgment
- **Don’t be stealing**
- Acknowledgment
- Acknowledgment
- Acknowledgment
- Acknowledgment
‘Acknowledgment’ key term in guides to science writing
Plus, acknowledging past research
Humanities has go-to move:

To Adduce
Ye Olde Citation:

To summon officially to appear in court of law - *OED*
Directly strengthens argument
From the beginning, think of summoning experts
Researchers find experts to testify in court
Cases = assignment
topics
X number of relevant, formatted, credible works
How to judge credibility?
Watch Law & Order
Follow McCoy’s rubric

Mockability
Jack McCoy says:

« In other words, you’re not a psychologist, you just play one on the radio »

Trollface by Cindamuse II
Project Leads & Chocolate eggs

20 mins to search
Citations exchanged & Evaluated

20 mins
Scores tallied & the winning team wins
Assessment